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【For Immediate Release】                         28 February 2022 

(Stock code：0392.HK) 

 

Beijing Enterprises Holdings Limited Donates HK$2.16 Million to Support the 

Fight against COVID-19 in Hong Kong  

 

(February 28, 2022, Hong Kong) On February 28, 2022, Beijing Enterprises Holdings 
Limited (“BEHL” or the “Company”, stock code: 0392.HK) held a ceremony of 
donation in support of Hong Kong Tenant of Public Housing Care Association in 
Beijing. The Company donated HK$2.16 million to the association for the purchase of 
protective suits, rapid test kits and other epidemic prevention materials, which were 
distributed to all the building chiefs, voluntary workers, active backbone members and 
all the employees of the association and benefited 12,000 persons in total. By fully 
supporting the epidemic prevention and control efforts in the grassroots residential 
communities of Hong Kong, the Company actively fulfilled its social responsibility as a 
State-owned enterprise. 
 

 
 
Representatives from Beijing Enterprises Group Company Limited (“BG”), Beijing 
Enterprises Holdings Limited and Beijing Holdings Limited attended the donation 
ceremony. Tian Zhenqing, Party Committee Secretary and Board Chairman of BG, 
said, “The hearts of the people in mainland China are linked to those of our Hong 
Kong compatriots. Beijing Enterprises Group and Beijing Enterprises Holdings will 
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take real actions to show its care for Hong Kong residents and contribute its strength 
to the fight against COVID-19 in Hong Kong.” Xiong Bin, Executive Director and CEO 
of BEHL, said, “Since the Company entered Hong Kong capital market 25 years ago, 
BEHL has paid consistent attention to the local charity field. Actions are the best 
announcements. So long as we help and support each other, unite as one and forge 
ahead with bravery, we will win the battle against COVID-19 in Hong Kong.” 
 
Hong Kong Tenant of Public Housing Care Association is a non-profit charity 
institution incorporated in Hong Kong in November 2017. The institution is committed 
to improving the living conditions of registered members, winning higher levels of life 
rights, social status and government welfare and doing justice for them. It provides 
aids to member families in a non-profit way, and organizes various sorts of activities 
that promote unity and friendship. At the donation ceremony, Wang Liping, Chairman 
of Hong Kong Tenant of Public Housing Care Association introduced the epidemic 
situation in Hong Kong, and showed thanks to BEHL for its active donation to help 
them get through the difficulties. 
 

 
 

—End— 
 
About Beijing Enterprises Holdings Limited (0392.HK) 
Beijing Enterprises Holdings Limited ("BEHL") is the largest flagship company for 
overseas investment and financing of the People's Government of Beijing Municipality. 
It is designated to attract capital, technology, and management knowledge from the 
international market to support the prioritized projects in Beijing. After reforms like 
reorganization, transition, and resources integration, BEHL has now successfully 
transformed into an integrated public utility company with core businesses covering 
city gas, water treatment and environment, solid waste treatment and beer. 
 
Upholding the mission of “building a better life with investment”, BEHL devotes itself in 
the harmonious development of its business alongside the economy, society and 
environment. The Company also integrates the ESG ideology into its corporate 
development, formulates sustainable corporate development plans, adopts practical 
and effective channels and measures, and makes continuous efforts in economic 
development, environmental protection and public charity. 
 

For more information, please visit http://www.behl.com.hk. 

http://www.behl.com.hk/

